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TRANSPORT (SCOTLAND) BILL  

SUBMISSION FROM Openreach 

Executive Summary 

Roads are vital communication links for cities, towns, communities and individuals 

throughout Scotland and across the whole of the UK and it is important that they are 

carefully managed, preserved and maintained. They are vital not just for conventional traffic 

but also for the cost effective deployment of other increasingly vital communications links. 

The legal structure of land ownership and use in the UK is such that roads, or rather ducts 

and cables buried within the roads or verges, are the best means of cost effectively 

delivering the modern high speed digital communications infrastructure that is increasingly 

seen as vital for the economy, communities and individuals across Scotland and the wider 

UK. Although much has been done by Openreach and others over the past 10 years to 

ensure these digital communications links are as widespread as possible (with superfast 

fibre coverage now available to over 90% of Scottish premises), there is still more to do. In 

particular this is the case if the Scottish Governments R100 objective of superfast 

everywhere is to be achieved, and if the “Full Fibre future” envisaged by the governments of 

the UK are to be progressed.  

Openreach deployment to date has relied heavily on the ability to access and utilise the 

road infrastructure to enable and assist with delivering one of the fastest fibre deployments 

in the world over the past seven years. It is vital that, as we seek to close in on universal 

broadband availability and expand from Superfast to Ultrafast capabilities in digital 

communications, the systems, process and rules that govern access to the road 

infrastructure for such deployments align with the country’s digital objectives wherever 

possible, although this will inevitably mean that road works to enable this continued 

deployment will continue. By doing so we can ensure that not only is the vital traditional role 

of roads maintained, enabling people and goods to pass as freely as possible, but that 

roads also continue to act as a key enabler for cost effective, efficient and rapid deployment 

and enhancement of the vital digital communications transport that will continue to enable 

and grow the digital economy. 

Without cost effective and efficient access to the road infrastructure for deployment of fibre 

and digital networks, the ability to meet the government’s digital targets will be potentially 

compromised, with higher costs, lower coverage and the discouragement of further 

investment. We of course recognise and respect the vital role of roads for ensuring traffic 

flow and the need to ensure they are kept as free flowing and effective as possible but we 

also urge that consideration is given to the key role they play in ensuring the cost effective 

and timely delivery of current and future digital network infrastructure and the inevitable 

need to perform road works as a result, and we welcome the opportunity to work with the 

Scottish government to ensure we can best deliver on these twin aims. 
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Where we have used the terms utility or utilities in this response, please take that to mean 

all Statutory Undertakers. 

Pavement parking and double parking 

1. Openreach understands the rationale for these measures and supports the

proposals as written. The exception ‘where the motor vehicle is being used for or in

connection with the undertaking of works in roads’ is necessary and important to

avoid inefficient and more costly delivery of works.

Road works – Scottish Road Works Commissioner: status and functions 

2. Openreach understands and supports the inspection powers being conveyed on the

Commissioner with regards to worksites. However, the ability to enter premises

appears unnecessary and disproportionate as currently drafted. In particular, we

note the new offence for failing to comply with a requirement of an authorised

person. Without notice, it’s very easy to envisage a scenario where a relatively junior

employee, in the absence of a more senior member of staff on the spot, could be put

in a difficult situation and inadvertently commit this offence. This could be avoided

entirely by having a notice provision. These concerns could be addressed with an

amendment to the Bill stating that premises as defined in the new Section 18A(3)(a)

can only be entered where the Commissioner has provided a period of notice, unless

there is a reasonable suspicion of an offence or breach of duty. This would be in line

with similar powers, for example those stated in the Competition Act 1998.

3. The new Section 18C(4) allows an authorised person to ‘take onto the premises

such other persons… as the authorised person considers necessary.’ This appears

unnecessarily broad. We would expect all people entering premises to be authorised

as per the definition in new Section 18A(4)(a), so that there is clear and transparent

rationale as to why anyone entering premises is doing so.

Road works – Power of Scottish Road Works Commissioner to issue compliance 

notices 

4. Openreach has no objection to the concept of Compliance notices and welcomes the

independent appeal point into a sheriff. This will help to maintain the integrity of the

Commissioner role in the long term.

5. The protections in new Sections 153H and 153I are welcomed and will ensure a

fairer system where utilities are not penalised multiple times for the same offence.

6. Schedule 6B of the New Roads and Street Works Act (NRSWA) is amended to allow

the Commissioner or an authorised person to issue Fixed Penalty Notices, not only

for breach of Compliance Notices, but also for all other offences where Fixed Penalty

Notices can be issued. Although the policy document implies that ‘at least initially’

these will not be issued by the Commissioner or their staff, this is a concern for the

longer term. There will need to be very clear regulations covering when a roads

authority can issue Fixed Penalty Notices versus when the Commissioner or their

staff can issue them to avoid duplication and an unnecessary volume of appeals.

7. Openreach would welcome a tariff of Fixed Penalty Notice charges to ensure

transparency of the penalty amounts up to the maximum £100,000. We would expect
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there to be variation in this to ensure proportionality relative to offences. This is 

particularly important as the appeal point is at the point of issue of the Compliance 

Notice and not after a penalty has been issued, allowing little opportunity for judicial 

scrutiny if the breach is accepted but the penalty is felt too harsh relative to the 

offence. 

8. Section 7 of Schedule 6B of NRSWA details the appeal process for Fixed Penalty

Notices. As outlined in our earlier response to the Transport Scotland consultation,

Openreach does not believe the current process is fair and just. The current process

requires utilities to appeal to the road works authority/issuing authority who issued

the Fixed Penalty Notice in the first place; this does not facilitate a fair hearing.

Openreach suggests that appeals relating to Fixed Penalty Notices issued by roads

authorities should be ‘as prescribed’ and then follow the process outlined in the Code

of Practice for Dispute Resolution and Appeals – March 2011, which is used for all

other types of charge dispute. This process is well established and would still allow

for a speedy determination as required for Fixed Penalty Notices.

Road works – Permission to execute works in a road 

9. Openreach understands and supports the proposals in this section.

Road works – Safety measures for the carrying out of works in roads 

10. Openreach welcomes and fully supports these proposals to introduce parity of safety

and qualifications requirements for utilities and authorities. This will inevitably

improve overall compliance and enhance the public perception of road works in

Scotland.

11. Openreach notes that the Bill enables regulations specifying circumstances in which

more than one trained operative must be on site at all times when work is in

progress. Openreach is keen to provide input at the drafting stage of these

regulations to ensure that the rules achieve the right balance, reflecting the

scenarios where many jobs can be safely executed with one individual on site.

Road works – Commencement and completion notices 

12. As outlined in our original response to the Transport Scotland consultation,

Openreach understands and supports these proposals in principle. That said,

technology and mobile network reception does not yet facilitate ‘real time’ updates in

all circumstances. Drafting of supplementary regulations will need to make sure that

the prescribed periods and exceptions take into account the ‘real world environment’.

This will avoid a) a costly and inefficient administration burden on utilities and b)

unfair issue of penalties for existing offences and the new offence created in the Bill.

Road works – Reinstatement of roads following works 

13. Openreach fully supports the introduction of reinstatement quality plans.

14. The benefits associated with quality plans would be maximised if they were

applicable to both utilities and authorities. As drafted, authorities only need to provide

a quality plan if specifically requested to do so by Commissioner. This would leave a
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large proportion of works held to a different standard and could arguably make it 

more difficult for the Commissioner to inspect all sites with parity. A key theme of this 

Bill is parity of standards, however this is one area where this is lacking. 

15. There is some important detail to work through in either the regulations or the Code

of Practice to outline the timescales required for the Commissioner to approve a

reinstatement quality plan. This will be vitally important where job specific plans are

requested, to prevent customer delays.

Road works – Information about apparatus 

16. Openreach remains deeply uncomfortable with a requirement to share our apparatus

data for Scotland in full. This is mainly due to data security concerns inherent in

releasing our network data in full to any third party organisation, but is particularly

concerning in the absence of any obligatory assurances as to how the third party will

store and protect our data on an ongoing basis. We are also concerned that VAULT

is only updated quarterly. Whilst the Commissioner’s office has said that more

frequent updates could be accommodated by exception, VAULT will still never be as

accurate as utilities own systems that are updated on an ongoing basis as

infrastructure development takes place.

17. We already have a ‘Maps by Email’ service which services c.1.9m requests a year,

allows users to request and receive maps by a system interface 24/7/365, and

(unlike VAULT) is updated on a constant basis to reflect any recent infrastructure

development. Openreach suggests that a better solution would be to establish a

smart link/Application Processing Interface (API) in the VAULT to the Openreach

Maps by Email service. Openreach believes the case for this type of approach is

strong. Most, if not all, other utilities have a similar service that could link in to

VAULT. The primary advantage of this approach is that it keeps security of the

aggregate data, control of usage, plus accountability for accuracy, with the individual

utility.

18. Openreach’s network is classed as Critical National Infrastructure. We are working

with the Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure (CPNI) and the National

Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) to ascertain how this requirement would affect our

obligations under current guidance, and we would urge Scottish Government to do

the same.

19. As currently drafted, the proposals require utilities to put a great deal of faith in to the

owners of the Scottish Road Works Register to keep their data safe and secure. As a

bare minimum, Openreach urges Scottish Government to create some reasonable

obligations of the Commissioner within the Bill to keep all utility data safe and secure,

with a commensurate right of recourse in the event of a failure to do this. Given the

complexities involved in this area, ideally this would be fleshed out at a detailed level

in supplementary regulations or a statutory code. Examples of necessary

requirements are:

 Defined standards for vetting of new users of the system

 Defined standards for registration and log on to the system, e.g.

username, password and password reset protocol

 Data to be held on a separate platform to the rest of the Scottish Road

Works Register
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 Search area limited to single requests of a maximum of 500m square

 Encryption when data is in transit

 Encryption of data when at rest if hosted on a cloud solution

 Defined standards for data destruction process

 Up to date data security and malware protection and obligations to

maintain this standard over time

 Defined standards for user reporting and monitoring for suspicious

activity

 Agreement that certain types of data will never be shared into VAULT,

e.g. apparatus in secure sites

20. The original consultation document from Transport Scotland proposed measures to

repeal the requirement for the Commissioner to make the register available for public

inspection. This is not covered in the Bill and so is an additional concern.

Additional considerations 

Openreach operates equally in England, where works are subject to permits and in some 

areas, lane rental. Openreach firmly believes that the noticing system operating in Scotland 

achieves the same aims under the original NRSWA powers without needing to employ 

these additional costly measures. By way of example, authorities are already empowered to 

issue works directions to prevent working at traffic sensitive times and don’t need a permit, 

permit conditions, or a lane rental scheme, to do this.  

This view is supported by the Evaluation of Street Works Permit Schemes commissioned 

and published by the Department for Transport (DfT). The report draws a positive 

conclusion about permit schemes reducing disruption caused by works, but then goes on to 

say “LHAs with permit schemes reported that they perceive having increased control of the 

road network. However, analysis of works data shows limited and inconsistent use of 

directions and conditions which would be another means of exerting control (although there 

is a possibility of some under-reporting in this data).”  

The introduction of permit schemes in England has created a challenging landscape for 

utilities to navigate, in a large part due to the level of variation across the country and even 

in neighbouring authority areas. The report states, “In theory, differences between schemes 

are limited due to the need to comply with legislation; however in practice, there are 

differences in interpretation of certain elements (such as national conditions) and how the 

scheme is applied in different LHAs. This inconsistency increases compliance costs for 

works promoters (statutory undertakers) which typically work across multiple schemes.” 

This is in spite of England having two sets of Statutory Guidance on permit schemes, 

published by the DfT. The system in Scotland is able to drive a much greater level of 

consistency through the use of one noticing system and the role of the Commissioner 

setting common standards and driving parity. 

A separate report commissioned by the DfT reviewed the effectiveness of the Lane Rental 

trials in London and Kent, the Street Works Lane Rental Evaluation, A Report to the 
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Department for Transport. This demonstrated no evidence of actual costs saved to either 

the motorist or highway authorities involved in Lane Rental. It also highlighted that “Overall, 

it appears that Lane Rental has helped to reinforce and encourage behavioural change but 

that it is only one of several factors and that internal drivers (such as the need to reduce 

costs and improve customer service) and the influence of the regulator are also important 

factors which are perceived to have already led to promoters exploring new ways of 

working and investing in innovation.” 

In summary, Openreach believes that permit and lane rental schemes drive unnecessary 

cost into street works; these are costs that are ultimately borne by consumers of utility 

services. There are other ways to achieve the same aims and Scotland is currently doing 

this, with some further enhancements proposed in this Bill. 

Summary 

Openreach supports the overarching objective of these proposals and remains fully 

committed to delivering quality road works in Scotland. Broadly speaking, the Bill contains a 

lot of good that will improve the standard of road works in Scotland, not least because it 

creates greater parity of requirements for authorities and utilities. There are a few areas 

where we feel strongly that regulatory safeguards are required to avoid unnecessary and 

disproportionate cost and to future proof the proposals regardless of who is in post as 

Commissioner at the time. We have made suggestions as to how we feel this could be 

relatively easily achieved, with the key points for the Bill pulled out below. 

 A minor change to the inspection powers 1, to ensure that a period of notice for entry

to premises is provided unless there is reasonable suspicion of a breach and 2, for

all persons accessing premises to be authorised as per the definition provided.

 Provision of a tariff of Fixed Penalty Notice charges for breaches of Compliance

Notices, relative to severity of offences.

 Introduction of a fair appeals process for Fixed Penalty Notices. For Fixed Penalty

Notices issued by roads authorities, the existing dispute resolution and appeal

process defined by the Roads Authorities and Utilities Committee (RAUC) would

provide this, as opposed to the appeal going back to the same roads authority.

 Reconsideration of the requirement to ‘hand over’ apparatus data and instead accept

the solution of a smart link into utilities’ existing systems. This would still provide a

‘one stop shop’ for those needing maps and also keeps security, control and

accountability for accuracy with the utility.

 If the requirement to share apparatus data must proceed, introduction of obligations

on the Commissioner to meet a defined set of security standards.

There is much of the important detail to be worked through in secondary regulations and 

Openreach is ready to engage in and support this process as these progress. 




